Adams, Arthur E.
Physical Description: 2 v.
Contents notes: Includes bibliography.

Ausky, Stanislav A., 1922- , collector.
Title: Collection, 1943-1986.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 card file box, 1 envelope.
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, correspondence, microfilm and photocopies of German and American military documents, bulletins, pamphlets, other printed matter, sound recordings, motion picture film, slides, and photographs, relating to the Russkaia Osvoboditel'naia Armiia, led by General Andrei A. Vlasov, and to other anti-Soviet movements, especially among Ukrainians and Cossacks, during World War II. Includes research material used for the book by S. A. Ausky, Vojska generala Vlasova v Cechach (1980).
Notes: Major general, Polish army. In Polish.

Bijak, Juliusz, 1860- , collector.
Title: Przemysl w poczatkach wojny z Ukraincami: typescript, 1919 / wspomnienia z dzia³nosci b. dowódcy przemyskiego okręgu wojskowego genera³a Bijaka.
Physical Description: 1 item (23 p.) (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to the Polish-Ukrainian war of 1918-1919.
Notes: In Russian, German, English and Czech.

Bondarenko, K.
Title: K. Bondarenko papers, 1993-2012.
Physical Description: 27 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, reports, studies, Internet printout, and printed matter, relating to political conditions and election campaigns in Ukraine.
Note: Ukrainian political consultant and activist.
Note: In Ukrainian and Russian.

Bunyan, James, 1898- , collector.
Title: Papers, 1917-1963.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Excerpts from published sources, documents, and notes (primarily in Russian), relating to the Ukrainian government, Russia, Siberia, and the Far Eastern Republic during the Russian Civil War in 1919, used by J. Bunyan as research material for his book, The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1918 (1934); drafts, notes, charts, and printed matter (primarily in English), relating to Soviet economic, administrative, agricultural, and industrial organizations and planning, 1917-1963, used by J. Bunyan as research material for his book, The Origin of
Notes: Russian-American historian. 
In Russian and English. 
Indexes: Register.

Center for Democracy (Washington, D.C.) 
Physical Description: 924 ms. boxes, 8 oversize boxes, 1 cu. ft. box. 
Summary: Reports, studies, conference proceedings, minutes, correspondence, briefing books, press releases, financial records, printed matter, photographs, videotape, sound recordings, and memorabilia, relating to legislative, judicial and electoral processes in newly democratic countries. 
Note: American private nonprofit foundation for the promotion of institutions of democratic government abroad. 
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Cheriachoukin, A. V. 
Title: A. V. Cheriachoukin papers, 1918–1919. 
Physical Description: 1 folder. 
Summary: Correspondence, reports, and dispatches, relating to the activities of the anti-Bolshevik movements during the Russian Civil War, and relations of the Don Cossack Republic with the Germans and with the Allied representatives in Odessa. 
Note: Ambassador of the Don Cossack Republic to the Ukraine during the Russian Civil War. 
Note: In Russian. 
Indexes: Inventory.

Conquest, Robert. 
Title: Robert Conquest miscellaneous papers, 1921–2006. 
Physical Description: 18 ms. boxes, 2 card file boxes, 1 oversize box. 
Note: British-American historian. 
Note: In English and Russian.

Curry, Jane Leftwich, 1948– , collector. 
Title: Jane Leftwich Curry collection, 1956–2006. 
Physical Description: 11 ms. boxes. 
Summary: Sound recordings and transcripts of interviews, clippings and other printed matter, conference materials, and miscellany, relating to Radio Free Europe broadcasting to Poland, the media in Eastern Europe, and political conditions in Poland, Ukraine and Georgia. 
Note: Mainly in Polish. 
Indexes: Partial inventory.

Dobriansky, Lev E. 
Physical Description: 10 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box. 
Summary: Correspondence, messages, pamphlets, programs, proclamations, reports, resolutions, and clippings, relating to American foreign policy, the National Captive Nations Committee, the Ukrainian Catholic Church, China and Mao Zedong.
Dolot, Miron.
Title: Miron Dolot papers, 1943-2003.
Physical Description: 15 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, notes, instructional materials, and printed matter, relating to Ukrainian history and literature, the Ukrainian famine of 1932-1933, and the Ukrainian emigre community.
Note: Pseudonym of Simon Starow, Ukrainian-American writer and professor of Slavic languages.
Note: Mainly in Ukrainian and English.

Evans-McCan Group.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to political conditions in the Soviet Union. Includes interviews with Soviet political leaders.
Note: May not be reproduced without permission of the Evans-McCan Group.
Note: American film production company.
Note: In Russian and English.
Indexes: Inventory.

Farquhar, Percival, 1864-1953.
Title: Papers, 1922-1928.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Correspondence, memoranda, and reports, relating to negotiations between P. Farquhar and associates and the Soviet government concerning the development of Russia's iron ore and steel resources, and to the work of American engineers in the Soviet Union. Includes reports on the Makeeva Steel Works, the Krivoy Rog Iron Ore District and Ekaterina and Donets Basin railway developments.
Notes: American engineer.

Title: Papers, 1925-1981.
Physical Description: 16 microfilm reels.
Contents notes: Writings, notes, correspondence, and printed matter, relating to the authenticity of the Vlesova Kniga, the early history of Russia and the Slavs, and Russian emigre affairs.
Notes: Microfilm.
Originals in: Museum of Russian Culture, San Francisco.
Russian historian; emigre in the United States.
In Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Gaskill, C. A.
Title: Diary, 1920.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to conditions in Ukraine during the Russian Civil War.
Notes: Colonel, United States Army; American Relief Administration worker and technical adviser in Poland, 1919-1921.

Goodyear, A. Conger (Anson Conger), 1877-1964.
Title: Papers, 1919-1922.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 3 envelopes.
Summary: Correspondence, diary, speeches and writings, memoranda, reports, maps, clippings, printed matter, and photographs, relating to coal production and distribution in Silesia, Bohemia, Galicia, and Serbia, political and economic conditions in Poland, and the partition of Silesia.
Notes: Colonel, United States Army; president, Allied Coal Mission to Central Europe, 1918-1919; member, Inter-Allied Commission in Upper Silesia, 1919.
Indexes: Register.

Gopshtein, E. E.
Title: Writings, 1916-1981.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Diaries, and historical, biographical and bibliographical writings, relating to the history of the Crimea, especially during the period from the Russian Revolution to the 1950s; the history of publishing in the Crimea during this period; notable persons of the Crimea, especially artists; the Jewish community of Simferopol’; and the German occupation of Simferopol’ during World War II. Includes some later correspondence relating to the writings of E. E. Gopshtein.
Notes: Russian historian and bibliographer.
In Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Hamretskeyi, Iurii Markoych.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, and printed matter, relating to Ukrainian and Soviet history, and especially to the Russian Revolution in the Ukraine.
Notes: Ukrainian historian.
Notes: In Ukrainian and Russian.

Jałowiecki, Mieczysław.
Title: Mieczysław Jałowiecki memoirs and drawings, 1964.
Physical Description: 8 ms. boxes, 12 oversize boxes.
Summary: Relates to historical events in Russia and Lithuania before, during, and after the Russian Revolution and Civil War; Poles in Lithuania; and agricultural developments in Lithuania, 1881-1939. Includes watercolor drawings and sketches of scenes and manor houses in Lithuania and Poland, as well as parts of Belarus, Ukraine, Latvia, and Estonia.

Korotych, Vitalii Oleksiioych.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Writings, notes, and photographs, relating to publication of Ogonek, and to political and intellectual conditions in the Soviet Union.
In Russian and English.

Krymskoe kraevoe pravitel'stvo (1918-1919)
Title: Miscellaneous records, 1918-1919.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Files of the president of the Council of Ministers, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of Justice, and Minister of Internal Affairs, relating to the relations of the Crimean Regional Government and the Constitutional Democratic Party with the Russian Volunteer Army and with the Allies.
Notes: Crimean Regional Government.
In Russian.

Kuzio, Taras.
Title: Taras Kuzio papers, 1943-2011.
Physical Description: 250 ms. boxes, 84 linear ft.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, memoranda, financial records, underground publications, press releases, serial issues, clippings, election campaign literature, other printed matter, and videotapes, relating to dissent, human rights, and political conditions in Ukraine.
Note: Director, Ukrainian Press Agency, Ukrainian Peace Committee, Society for Soviet Nationality Studies, and European-Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Foundation.
Note: In Ukrainian and English.

Laba, Roman, 1944- , collector.
Title: Collection, 1918-1997.
Physical Description: 14 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Contents notes: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, other printed matter, clandestine literature, writings, photographs, and sound recordings, relating to political conditions in Poland, Russia and Ukraine, and especially to the Solidarnosc movement in Poland and to political developments in Russia and Ukraine at the time of the dissolution of the Soviet Union.
Notes: In Polish, Russian, Ukrainian and English.

Lykes, Gibbes.
Title: Papers, 1919-1923.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Reports, dispatches, correspondence, and photographs, relating to relief work in Ukraine and to political conditions in Hungary during the Hungarian Revolution.
Notes: Captain, United States Army; supervisor, Ukrainian District, Russian Unit, American Relief Administration.

Makhov, Grigorii Grigor'evich, 1886-1952.
Title: Sel'skoe khoziaistvo Ukrainy : typescript, 1952.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Contents notes: Relates to agriculture in Ukraine.
Notes: In Russian.

Malec, Victor.
Title: Letters received, 1947-1948.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Letters from Ukrainian displaced persons and prisoners of war, relating to conditions of displaced persons and to post-World War II repatriation issues.
Notes: Colonel, British army; commandant, Sherburn Prisoner of War Camp.
In Ukrainian.

Title: Khar'kov 1941 g. : typescript, n.d. / Medvedev.
Physical Description: 1 item (61 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to conditions in Kharkiv under German occupation in 1941.
Note: Photocopy.
Note: Citizen of Kharkiv, Ukraine, subsequently émigré in the United States.
Note: In Russian.

Title: Khar'kov 1941 g. : typescript, n.d. / Medvedev.
Physical Description: 1 item (61 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to conditions in Kharkiv under German occupation in 1941.
Note: Photocopy.
Note: Citizen of Kharkiv, Ukraine; subsequently émigré in the United States.
Note: In Russian.

Petrushevich, Ivan, 1875-1950.
Title: Papers, 1910-1941.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes, 5 microfilm reels.
Contents notes: Diaries, correspondence, speeches and writings, memoranda, and clippings, relating to Ukraine during the Russian Revolution, Ukrainian territorial questions, the cooperative movements in Ukraine, and Ukrainians in Canada and the United States.
Notes: Ukrainian journalist.

Poltavskiiia eparkhial'nyia diela : printed, 1917.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Contents notes: Broadside, relating to the situation of religion in Poltava, Ukraine, during the Russian Revolution.
Notes: In Russian.

Rakovskii, Khristian Georgievich, 1873-1941.
Title: Avtobiografia : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (10 p.) (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to socialist activities in the Balkans, and to the Russian Revolution.
Notes: Photocopy.

Bulgarian-Russian revolutionary; chairman, Council of People's Commissars of Ukraine, 1919-1923; Soviet ambassador to Great Britain, 1923-1925, and to France, 1925-1927. In Bulgarian.

Rerberg, Fedor Petrovich, 1868-
Title: Memoirs, 1922-1925.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Relates to the X Corps, the Sevastopol' Fortress during World War I and the Russian Civil War, and White Russian and Allied military activities in the Crimea during the Russian Civil War.
Notes: Russian Imperial army officer; chief of staff, X Corps, and chief of staff, Sevastopol' Fortress, during World War I.
In Russian and French.

Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/hoover-institution
Physical Description: 37 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Correspondence, reports, memoranda, and notes, relating to relations between France and the Russian Provisional Government, the Russian Revolution, counter-revolutionary movements, the Paris Peace Conference, and Russian emigres after the revolution. Collection also available on microfilm (38 reels).
Notes: Russian Provisional Government embassy in France.
In Russian and French.
Indexes: Register.

Russian Farm Supply Fund.
Title: Russian Farm Supply Fund records, 1993-2002.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, financial records, photographs, and video tapes, relating to American agricultural assistance to Russia and Ukraine.
Notes: American nonprofit corporation to provide assistance to Russia and the Ukraine.
Notes: In English and Russian.

Schmid, Sonja, interviewer.
Physical Description: 1 oversize box, digital files.
Summary: Interviews relating to the Chernobyl nuclear accident in Ukraine in 1986. Also includes video tape, slides, and printed matter relating to the incident.
Note: In Russian and Ukrainian.

Siedlar-Kołyszko, Teresa.
Title: Teresa Siedlar-Kołyszko papers, 1988-2014.
Physical Description: 15 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 3 cardfile boxes.
Summary: Letters, photographs, and phonotape cassettes, relating to Polish minority communities in the Baltic States, Belarus, Ukraine, Russia and Kazakhstan.
Note: Polish journalist.
Note: In Polish.

Title: Istoriia Ukrains'koi kooperatsii : korotkyi populiarnyi vyklad : typescript, 1944.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to the history of agrarian cooperatives in the Ukraine.

Spasokukots'kyi, Serhii.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Depicts social and political scenes in Ukraine, including nationalist gatherings and demonstrations, religious services, ceremonies marking the establishment of Ukrainian independence, and sessions of Ukrainian governmental bodies.
Notes: Ukrainian photographer.

Stafford, Clayton I.
Title: Incident in the Crimea, 1920 : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to an American naval visit to the Crimea during the Russian Civil War, 1920.
Notes: Photocopy.
Sailor, United States Navy.

Sullivant, Robert S.
Title: The problem of Eastern Galicia : typescript, 1948.
Physical Description: 1 item (171 p.) (1 folder)
Notes: M.A. thesis, University of California at Los Angeles.
Contents notes: Relates to the national question in Eastern Galicia, 1772-1939.
Notes: American political scientist.

Treloar, George D.
Title: Diary, 1920.
Physical Description: 1 item (9 p.) (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to British liaison with White Russian forces on the Crimea during the Russian Revolution, 1920 September 22-11 November 11.
Notes: Typed transcript.
Original in possession of: D. W. G. Treloar.
Major, British Army.

TSK VKP(b)
Title: Resolution, 1940 March 5.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 p.) (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to detention of Polish prisoners of war and suppression of Ukrainian and Belarusian nationalist activities. Includes related memoranda by Lavrentiæi Beriëiìa, 1940, and Aleksandr Shelepin, 1959,
successive heads of the Soviet secret police.
Notes: Photocopy.
Originals in: Rosarkhiv, Moscow.
Central committee of Soviet communist party.
In Russian.

Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 20 envelopes.
Summary: Photographs of various scenes from Ukraine, and especially of demonstrations for Ukrainian independence, and of Ukrainian government officials and governing bodies in session.
Indexes: Inventory.

Ukrainian subject collection, 1882-2010.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 10 ms. boxes, 7 videotape cassettes.
Summary: Memoranda, pamphlets, serial issues, proclamations, broadsides, leaflets, flyers, election campaign literature, and video tapes, relating to various aspects of Ukrainian history, mainly in the Soviet and post-Soviet periods, and especially to events leading up to establishment of Ukrainian independence in 1991, and to subsequent Ukrainian politics and elections.
Note: In Ukrainian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Ukrains'ke Presove Agentstvo.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Relates to political developments in the Ukraine and the Soviet Union and to the movement for Ukrainian independence. Includes a few clippings, pamphlets, and serial issues.
Notes: Ukrainian press agency.

Mainly in Ukrainian.

Vinaver, Rosa Georgievna.
Title: Memoirs, 1944.
Physical Description: 1 v. (1 folder)
Contents notes: Relates to political conditions in Russia, the Russian Revolution, and the Crimean Regional Government.
Notes: Wife of Maksim Moiseevich Vinaver, a leader of the Russian Constitutional Democratic Party and Foreign Minister of the Crimean Regional Government, 1918-1919.
In Russian.

Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 163 ms. boxes, 12 oversize boxes, 59 maps.
Summary: Reports, orders, correspondence, memoranda, dispatches, financial records, minutes, printed matter, maps, and photographs, relating to Russian military operations in France during World War I; White Russian diplomatic activities and military operations, especially in southern Russia, during the Russian Revolution and Civil War, including military purchasing and intelligence operations; administration of territory under White Russian control during the Civil War; the evacuation of White Russian military personnel and civilians from the Crimea in 1920; and the resettlement of Russian refugees in Turkey and various European countries. Includes records of the Russian Expeditionary Corps in France, the Volunteer Army, the Armed Forces of Southern Russia, the Northwestern Army, the Foreign Supply Directorate, military representatives in foreign countries and attached to the Allied Supreme Command, and the Russian Army in exile, and some personal papers of Baron Petr Vrangel', commander-in-chief successively of the Armed Forces of Southern Russia and Russian Army. Also available on microfilm (220
Title: Collection, 1939.
Physical Description: 1 oversize box.
Contents notes: Serial issues, proclamations, cartoons, booklets, and other printed matter, relating to the Soviet occupation of Poland, and especially of the western Ukraine, at the outbreak of World War II, and to the cult of Joseph Stalin.
Notes: In Russian, Ukrainian and Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Wraga, Ryszard.
Title: Ryszard Wraga Papers, 1947-1959.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.
Contents notes: Reports, memoranda, and other writings, relating to post-World War II politics in the Soviet Union and Poland, American and Soviet intelligence and propaganda activities, and activities of Russian and Ukrainian emigre groups. Many of the documents were prepared for the French intelligence service.
Notes: Polish intelligence officer; emigre scholar of Soviet affairs. In Russian, Polish, French, German and English.
Indexes: Register.

Zuts, Vsevolod, Leonidovich, 1923-
Title: Vsevolod Leonidovich Zuts writings, 2004-2008.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to activities of the Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi RSR and especially to the editing of the Ukrainska radians’ka entsyklopediiia.
Notes: Editor, Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi RSR.
Notes: In Russian.